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HIGHLIGHTS

► Mirror neuron system responsivity is changed by sensorimotor experience.
► Contingent sensorimotor experience is more effective than non-contingent or signalled.
► Computational modelling indicates this is due to associative, and not Hebbian learning.
► Associative learning (Rescorla–Wagner model) depends on prediction error.
► Associative, but not Hebbian, learning is potentially sufficient for MNS development.
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ABSTRACT

The associative sequence learning (ASL) hypothesis suggests that sensorimotor experience plays an inductive role in the development of the mirror neuron system, and that it can play this crucial role because its effects are mediated by learning that is sensitive to both contingency and contiguity. The Hebbian hypothesis proposes that sensorimotor experience plays a facilitative role, and that its effects are mediated by learning that is sensitive only to contiguity. We tested the associative and Hebbian accounts by computational modelling of automatic imitation data indicating that MNS responsivity is reduced more by contingent and signalled than by non-contingent sensorimotor training (Cook et al. [7]). Supporting the associative account, we found that the reduction in automatic imitation could be reproduced by an existing interactive activation model of imitative compatibility when augmented with Rescorla–Wagner learning, but not with Hebbian or quasi-Hebbian learning. The work argues for an associative, but against a Hebbian, account of the effect of sensorimotor training on automatic imitation. We argue, by extension, that associative learning is potentially sufficient for MNS development.

© 2012 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

There is now ample evidence that experience is important in the ontogeny of the mirror neuron system (MNS). We know that monkeys can develop “tool-use mirror neurons” [11]; expertise in an action domain selectively enhances the responsivity of the human MNS to actions in that domain (music – [14]; dance – [11]); and laboratory-based training can both increase [23] and decrease [4, 12] MNS responsivity. However, three related questions about the ontogeny of the MNS remain to be resolved: (1) Does experience play a facilitative ‘tuning’ role or an inductive ‘forging’ role? It would be tuning if experience modulates the rate or specificity with which the MNS acquires the capacity to map observed onto executed actions, but the MNS would eventually develop visual-motor matching properties even in the absence of experience. It would be forging if experience is necessary for the development of MNS—that is, if, in the absence of experience, neurons in the inferior parietal and premotor cortex areas would not become responsive to the sight, as well as the performance, of certain actions. (2) What type of experience is crucial? Does the development of the MNS depend on seeing actions (sensory experience), on performing actions (motor experience), and/or on correlated observation and execution of the same actions (sensorimotor experience)? (3) Does sensorimotor experience contribute to the development of the MNS via associative or Hebbian learning? Associative learning depends on contingency as well as contiguity; the connection between two neurons or event representations is strengthened if they are activated at about the same time and activation of one is relatively the best predictor of activation of the other. In contrast, Hebbian learning depends on contiguity alone. This article is concerned primarily
with the third and most specific of these questions, but as we shall see, the answer to this question has implications with respect to the other, broader questions about MNS development.

Catmur has reviewed the evidence that sensorimotor experience makes a distinctive contribution to the development of the MNS [2]. Behavioural, electrophysiological and neuroimaging studies with adult humans have shown that, when the potential contributions of sensory experience and motor experience are controlled, a relatively brief period of novel sensorimotor experience can change MNS responsivity in a variety of ways. ‘Compatible’ sensorimotor training, where action execution is paired with the observation of similar actions, can enhance mirror responses; ‘incompatible’ sensorimotor experience, where action execution is paired with observation of dissimilar actions, can reduce, abolish or even reverse mirror responses; and ‘arbitrary’ sensorimotor training, where action execution is paired consistently with simple colours or shapes, can induce the MNS to respond to inanimate stimuli.

Many of the experiments indicating that sensorimotor experience can change the functioning of the MNS were designed to test the associative sequence learning (ASL) model [16,17]. This model proposes that the development of the MNS is mediated by the same, phylogenetically ancient mechanisms of associative learning that produce Pavlovian and instrumental conditioning. Studies of human and nonhuman animals have shown that these mechanisms of associative learning are sensitive, not only to the contingency between events (i.e. how closely together they occur in time), but also to the contingency, or predictive relationship, between events. Therefore, associative learning not only increases with the probability of the second event (E₂) given the first event (E₁), or in other words with the likelihood of contiguous pairings of E₁ and E₂, but also decreases with the likelihood of E₁ in the absence of E₂ (e.g. [9,10]). Given that the stimulus and response function as the two events E₁ and E₂, respectively, in sensorimotor learning, an associative account predicts that this form of learning should increase with \( P(R|S) \) but decrease with \( P(R|\neg S) \). This sensitivity to contingency is captured by, among others, the Rescorla–Wagner model of associative learning [24].

Some years after publication of the ASL model, Keysers and Perrett [20] suggested that sensorimotor experience contributes to the development of the MNS via Hebbian learning. Hebb famously said that “Cells that fire together, wire together” and, more formally, “any two cells or systems of cells that are repeatedly active at the same time will tend to become ‘associated,’ so that activity in one facilitates activity in the other” [15, p. 70]. Thus, Keysers and Perrett’s Hebbian perspective implies that contingency is sufficient for MNS development; that it does not also depend on contingency.

Hebbian learning is promiscuous; it connects any contiguousy activated pair of cells or event representations. Consequently, Hebbian learning is at risk of supporting the establishment of internal connections that do not reflect reliable properties of the external world. For example, if one morning a person flexes her fingers in time to a piece of music, Hebbian learning could establish durable links between the finger movements and the music, even if she is just as likely to flex her fingers at other times, when the piece is not playing. By tracking the predictive relationship, or correlation, between events, contingency-based associative learning avoids this promiscuity problem. Therefore, the distinction between associative and Hebbian learning has important implications for the development of the MNS. In principle, associative learning based on sensorimotor experience is sufficient to explain why the MNS usually develops in a way that reflects real properties of the world; why it maps observed actions to the executed actions with which they systematically and reliably co-occur. In contrast, Hebbian learning based on sensorimotor experience is not sufficient to explain the observed properties of the MNS. To explain why the MNS tends to map observed actions to matching or ‘logically related’ executed actions, rather than to a large and semi-random set of executed actions – why the MNS is relatively free of ‘junk’ or ‘superstitious’ associations – it is necessary to assume that Hebbian learning is guided by another process. For example, junk associations might be avoided if Hebbian learning was guided by the evolutionary process of canalisation; if individuals are born with nascent connections between sensory and motor neurons representing the same action, and sensorimotor experience merely facilitates the development of these connections, or if inborn mechanisms predispose individuals to seek sensorimotor experience from certain reliable sources [13]. Thus, associative learning could, but Hebbian learning could not, play a crucial, inductive role in the ontogeny of the MNS.

A recent study by Cook et al. [7] seems to provide evidence that sensorimotor experience modulates the operation of the MNS via associative rather than Hebbian learning. We will describe the background and procedure for this study in some detail because it is the focus of the computational modelling to be reported in this article. Cook et al. used ‘automatic imitation’ as an index of MNS responsivity. Automatic imitation is a stimulus–response compatibility effect in which the topographical features of task-irrelevant action stimuli facilitate similar, and interfere with dissimilar, responses [18]. (Topographical features of action relate to the way parts of the body move relative to one another, rather than to an external frame of reference.) Automatic imitation occurs even when it is contrary to task instructions, and incurs a financial cost [6]. Evidence that automatic imitation provides a valid index of MNS responsivity comes from research showing that repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) of the inferior frontal gyrus – an area where mirror neurons have been found in monkeys – selectively disrupts automatic imitation [5].

The study by Cook and colleagues built on a previous experiment in which automatic imitation of opening and closing hand movements was measured before and after a period of sensorimotor training [19]. During training in this earlier study, the experimental group received novel, incompatible sensorimotor experience: whenever they observed an opening hand stimulus, they made a closing hand response, and whenever they observed a closing hand stimulus, they made an opening hand response. The control group received familiar, compatible sensorimotor experience: they responded to opening hand stimuli with opening hand responses, and to closing hand stimuli with closing hand responses. In the pre- and post-tests, all participants completed a simple reaction time (RT) task in which they were required to make the same response (opening or closing) in every trial within a block, and to make this response as soon as they saw the stimulus hand begin to move. In compatible trials, the stimulus movement matched the pre-specified response (e.g. opening hand response in the presence of an opening hand stimulus), and in incompatible trials, the stimulus movement was the opposite of the pre-specified response (e.g. opening hand response in the presence of a closing hand stimulus). The results showed that the magnitude of the automatic imitation effect (calculated by subtracting RT on compatible trials from RT on incompatible trials) was smaller at post-test than at pre-test for the experimental group, but not for the control group. This outcome suggests that the incompatible sensorimotor training provoked – via either associative or Hebbian learning – the establishment of excitatory nonmatching connections (e.g. visual neurons activated
The contingent group experienced a perfect, nonmatching sensorimotor contingency; the probability of a nonmatching response given an action stimulus was 1, whereas the probability of a nonmatching response in the absence of an action stimulus was 0. In contrast, the non-contingent and signalled groups experienced a zero, nonmatching sensorimotor contingency; the probability of a nonmatching response given an action stimulus was 1, but the probability of a nonmatching response in the absence of an action stimulus was also 1. Furthermore, in the signalled group, but not in the non-contingent group, the trials that abolished the sensorimotor contingency – the unpaired trials – were presented in a distinctive context.

After training in this experiment, Cook et al. [7] found a significantly larger automatic imitation effect in the non-contingent group than in either the contingent group or the signalled group (see Fig. 3, upper panel). In other words, non-contingent training left a larger residual automatic imitation effect, suggesting that the non-contingent group learned less as a result of incompatible sensorimotor training than the other two groups. The authors argued that this pattern of results implies that the effects of incompatible sensorimotor experience on automatic imitation were mediated by associative learning rather than Hebbian learning. However, their arguments were based on loose verbal specifications of the two theories, and informal inferences about the patterns of results that they would predict. Therefore, the current study examined more closely, using computational modelling, whether the findings reported by Cook and colleagues really support an associative over a Hebbian account of the way in which sensorimotor experience contributes to the development of the MNS.

2. Model description

2.1. Basic architecture

The study of Cook et al. [7] was simulated with a model consisting of ten units or nodes as shown in Fig. 2. The model includes two sensory nodes which represent whether the observed hand movement on any trial is an opening or a closing movement; two imperative nodes which represent the numeric stimulus and hence whether the response required on the trial is an open response or a close response; four context nodes which represent context cues that may be present on the various trial types (the presence of each of the imperative cues, the neutral hand warning stimulus on standard trials, and the blue hand warning stimulus on signalled trials) and that may therefore become associated with a response; and two motor nodes, corresponding to the open-hand and close-hand responses. The model operates according to the interactive activation principles of McClelland [21] as implemented in a previous model of imitative compatibility (or ‘automatic imitation’) effects [8]. Thus, each node has an activation level that varies between

![Fig. 1. Summary of the experiments reported by Cook et al. [7]: (a) participants were allocated to one of three counter mirror training groups (contingent, non-contingent or signalled). All groups received the same number of paired trials (green boxes) where the execution of a response (e.g. open hand) was paired with the observation of the counter-mirror stimulus (close hand). In the non-contingent group the sensorimotor contingency was degraded through the addition of unpaired trials (red box) where participants executed responses, not in the presence of the counter-mirror stimulus, but while observing a neutral hand warning stimulus. In the signalled group, the contingency was degraded through the addition of signalled trials (red box), where responses were made in the presence of a differentiated neutral hand warning stimulus. Participants completed six blocks of counter-mirror training trials spread evenly over a two day period; (b) following training, all participants completed an identical test procedure to measure the size of their residual automatic imitation effects. Participants were required to execute open- and close-hand responses to the onset of open- (compatible) and close-hand (incompatible) stimuli. Automatic imitation effects were estimated by subtracting mean RTs on compatible trials from mean RTs on incompatible trials. Smaller residual automatic imitation effects were seen following contingent training, indicating that this was the most effective schedule and (c) the stimuli used during training. Top row: stimuli used on paired trials. Bottom left: the warning stimulus presented on unpaired trials in the non-contingent training schedule. Bottom right: the differentiated warning stimulus presented on signalled trials.

![Fig. 2. Architecture of the model, showing associations between nodes prior to learning.](image-url)
zero and one. Operation of the model is cyclic, with each cycle of the model corresponding to a small interval of time. (In the simulations reported here, parameters are set such that one cycle corresponds to approximately 1 ms.) On each cycle, the activation $a_i$ of each node $i$ is calculated according to a simple update equation:

$$a_i(t + 1) = \rho \times a_i(t) + (1 - \rho) \times \sigma(l_i(t))$$

(1)

where $t$ is the time, $l_i(t)$ is the net input to node $i$ at time $t$, $\rho$ is a parameter that controls the degree to which current activation persists from one cycle to the next, and $\sigma(\cdot)$ is the logistic or sigmoid function that maps all inputs to the range zero to one.

Weighted connections between nodes allow stimulus nodes to excite or inhibit response nodes. Following earlier work, we assume that associations between matching stimulus and response nodes are encoded as connections between sensory input nodes and motor response nodes acquired through learning in the course of everyday life and which mediate the propensity for automatic imitation that participants bring to the task. Moreover we assume that associations between imperative stimuli and corresponding responses are encoded as strong connections between imperative nodes and motor response nodes. These links, as it is assumed, are set up by the subject in response to task instructions and maintained only for the duration of the experiment. Given this, the net input $l_i(t)$ to node $j$ at time $t$ is given by the sum of weighted excitation or inhibition to that node from other nodes (or from direct stimulation in the case of sensory, imperative, and context nodes), plus the node’s bias (a parameter that sets the node’s sensitivity to excitatory input), plus normally distributed noise. That is:

$$l_j(t) = \Sigma(w_{ji} \times a_i(t - 1)) + E_j + \beta_j + N(0, \eta^2)$$

(2)

where $w_{ji}$ is the strength of the connection from node $i$ to node $j$, $E_j$ is any direct stimulation applied to the node, $\beta_j$ is the bias on node $j$, and $\eta$ is the standard deviation of noise added on each processing cycle.

When a stimulus appears, direct stimulation ($E$) is applied to corresponding sensory nodes, an imperative node, and any relevant context nodes. This causes the activation of those nodes to increase (by Eq. (1)), resulting in increased input to motor nodes (by Eq. (2)). Sensory and context nodes are assumed to habituate once their activation exceeds a threshold, $\theta_i$, of 0.90. This habituation is modelled by setting $E$ for these nodes to zero once their activation has exceeded $\theta_i$. A response is assumed to be generated when the activation of a response node exceeds the response threshold, $\tau_j$, which following earlier work [8] is set to 0.8 in the simulations reported below. The number of processing cycles between stimulus presentation and response generation is assumed to be proportional to the time taken by a subject to produce a response to the analogous stimulus.

### 2.2. Learning rules

The architecture as described above is capable of simulating imitative stimulus-response compatibility effects (cf. [8]). In order to extend it to the Cook et al. study it is necessary to supplement it with a learning rule that specifies how the strengths of $S-R$ associations are modified in response to events such as the co-occurrence of a stimulus and a response. Generalising from the introduction, we consider three possible learning rules:

1. **Standard Hebbian learning:** The association between a stimulus $S_i$ and a response $R_j$ is strengthened if the stimulus and response co-occur. If $S_i$ occurs in the absence of $R_j$, or $R_j$ occurs in the absence of $S_i$, then the $S_i-R_j$ association is unchanged. In symbols:

$$\Delta w_{ji} = \begin{cases} k & \text{if } S_i \text{ and } R_j \text{ are both present} \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(3a)

In order to prevent associative strengths from growing without bound, the magnitude of $\Delta w_{ji}$ is limited to $k$, where

$$k = \frac{\alpha - w_{ji}}{\alpha}$$

$\alpha$ is the asymptotic association strength: as $w_{ji}$ approaches $\alpha$, $k$ approaches zero.

2. **Quasi-Hebbian learning:** This is basically Hebbian learning with an adjustment for non-contingent stimulus-response occurrences. As in standard Hebbian learning, the association between a stimulus $S_i$ and a response $R_j$ is strengthened if the stimulus and response co-occur. However, if $R_j$ occurs in the absence of $S_i$, or $S_i$ occurs in the absence of $R_j$, then the $S_i-R_j$ association is weakened. In symbols:

$$\Delta w_{ji} = \begin{cases} -k & \text{if } S_i \text{ is present but } R_j \text{ absent or vice versa} \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(3b)

As with Hebbian learning, this is adjusted to incorporate an asymptote, $\alpha$, via the term $k$.

We consider quasi-Hebbian learning because it allows for a form of extinction, nearby absence of a predicted response results in a reduction in the strength of association between the stimulus and the predicted response. As we will see, this addresses some of the limitations of purely Hebbian learning in accounting for the effects observed by Cook et al. It does this while remaining close in spirit to Hebb’s original formulation.

3. **Associative (or Rescorla–Wagner) learning:** In this case, changes in association strength are proportional to the error ($e$) between a target value ($\tau$) of a response node and the actual value given the stimulus. Where there are multiple simultaneous stimuli, this error is attributed to, or distributed over, the various sources of activation on any trial in proportion to the strength of those activation sources. In symbols:

$$\tau_j = \tau_j - \Sigma_i (w_{ji} \times a_i)$$

$$\Delta w_{ji} = \tau_j \times a_i$$

(3c)

On a trial in which $R_j$ is present, $\tau_j$ is set to the input necessary to drive the response node to its maximum. Critically, if the target is predicted by the input, error will be zero and no learning will occur, even if a novel stimulus is present on that trial. Equally critically, the target value may be over-predicted, leading to weakening of the association between $S_i$ and $R_j$, even when $S_i$ and $R_j$ are both present. Associations between any stimulus present on a trial and the response $R_j$ will also be weakened if the response is predicted but absent (i.e. if $\Sigma_i (w_{ji} \times a_i) > 0$ but $\tau_j = 0$). This will also result in $\tau_j$ being negative and any associations between stimuli that are present on that trial will be weakened.

For each of these learning rules, we assume that the context node associated with one of the imperative stimuli is active with strength $C_{imp}$ on every trial of training (depending on which imperative stimulus is presented on that trial) and acts like just another stimulus, so that associations between the context node and the response nodes may be learned. We also assume that the context node associated with the warning stimulus is active with strength $C_1$ or $C_2$, depending on whether the trial is a standard training trial ($C_1$) or a signalled trial ($C_2$).
The addition of learning introduces a further five parameters over and above the non-learning model of Cooper et al. [8]:

- $\lambda$, the learning rate (a positive real number, ranging from 0.0002 to 0.0060 in the simulations reported below) that scales the weight adjustment ($\Delta W_{ij}$) made on each learning trial.\(^2\)
- $\alpha$, the weight asymptote for Hebbian and quasi-Hebbian learning or $\tau$, the target input required to drive a node to its maximum for Rescorla–Wagner learning (both positive real numbers, ranging from 2 to 20 in the simulations reported below).
- $C_{imp}$, $C_1$ and $C_2$, the strength of the various context nodes, relative to the strength of the irrelevant sensory stimuli (positive real numbers, fixed at 1 for $C_{imp}$ and $C_1$ and ranging from 4 to 12 for $C_2$ in the simulations reported below).

### 3. Simulation study 1

The purpose of simulation study 1 was to determine, for each learning rule, whether the model could account for the Cook et al. data, i.e. whether the model could account for a greater residual automatic imitation effect following non-contingent training than following contingent or signalled training.

#### 3.1. Method

The model contains three kinds of parameters: those that concern the general activation dynamics (e.g. the bias on all nodes and the persistence of activation over time), those that specify the initial strengths of associations, and those related to learning (e.g. the learning rate and asymptotic association strength). In the simulations reported here, all but one of the parameters associated with general activation dynamics were held at the values used in previous work [8].\(^4\) The initial strengths of associations were also set based on this previous work to +10 for associations between imperative nodes and corresponding response nodes and +4 for associations between sensory nodes and compatible response nodes. The former reflects the deliberate activation of motor response nodes following an imperative stimulus, while the latter reflects the automatic activation of compatible response nodes following presentation of a sensory stimulus. Following previous work with these values we assume that one processing cycle of the model corresponds to approximately 1 ms of subject time.

For each of the three learning rules, a series of simulations was conducted varying three learning parameters: the learning rate, the weight asymptote or equivalent (i.e. $\alpha$ or $\tau$), and the relative strength of the signalled context. In each case, a “virtual subject” was simulated by replicating the training and testing experienced by a real subject from the Cook et al. experiment. Thus, the model was (a) initialised, then (b) trained for 6 blocks with one of the three training sets (72 trials per block for the contingent condition, 144 trials per block for the non-contingent and signalled conditions), and finally (c) tested for 60 instances of each compatible and incompatible stimulus-response pairing. For each learning rule this procedure was repeated for all three training sets. The compatibility effects following each training set were then calculated yielding three values directly comparable to the compatibility effects in the subject data (20.8 ms, 33.6 ms, and 18.6 ms for contingent, non-contingent and signalled training, respectively [7]). Finally, the fit of the model to the data was calculated as the root mean square (RMS) difference between the three pairs of values.

The fit of the model to the data is a function of the learning parameters. Therefore for each learning rule this procedure was repeated for all values within a three dimensional grid with the learning rate ranging from 0.0002 to 0.0060 in steps of 0.0002, the weight asymptote or equivalent ranging from 2 to 20 in steps of 2, and the relative strength of the signalling context ranging from 4 to 12 in steps of 2. Furthermore the model’s behaviour is non-deterministic, because the order of training trials is randomised prior to each training phase and initial node activations are randomised prior to each testing trial. Therefore the whole procedure was repeated 10 times for each point in the parameter space, with the RMS fit averaged over these 10 replications. This procedure yielded a total of $30 \times 10 \times 5 \times 10 = 15,000$ simulations per learning rule. The Express software [26] was used to manage the exploration of the parameter space and to collate results.

#### 3.2. Results and discussion

Table 1 shows the parameter values and mean RMS score for the best fitting model for each rule. By varying the three learning parameters it is possible to obtain apparently reasonable fits (within 10 ms RMS) for all learning rules, though it is apparent from the table that the best fit is obtained with the Rescorla–Wagner learning rule. However, these apparently good fits are in some ways misleading. Fig. 3 shows the compatibility effects obtained using each of the parameter settings from Table 1. It is clear from the figure that fit of the model using Hebbian learning is in fact poor. The fact that reaction time (RT) of the model expressed in cycles is approximately 30 less than RT of subjects expressed in milliseconds is not of great concern. Even with processing at approximately 1 ms per cycle, it is reasonable to assume that additional pre or post decision processes, not modelled, would bring the model into line with mean human RT on the task. Critically, however, Hebbian learning fails to reproduce the appropriate compatibility effects – the predicted compatibility effect is greater with contingent training or with signalled training than with non-contingent training. This is precisely opposite to the result obtained in the Cook et al. study.

Quasi-Hebbian learning fares better in one respect but worse in another. Quasi-Hebbian learning can capture the fact that the compatibility effect is smaller with contingent training than with non-contingent training – and this justifies our consideration of it as an alternative to standard Hebbian learning – but it suggests that RT should be slower with non-contingent training than with contingent training (even on compatible trials), and that signalled training should yield a similar compatibility effect to non-contingent training. Both of these effects are contradicted by the subject data.

None of the difficulties exhibited by the model using Hebbian or quasi-Hebbian learning are shown with Rescorla–Wagner

\(^2\) Full details of all model parameters are given in Supplementary materials. The complete model, which is written in the C programming language, is available for download from [http://www.ccnl.bbk.ac.uk/models.html](http://www.ccnl.bbk.ac.uk/models.html).

\(^3\) Thus, if $w_{ij}(t)$ is the weight of the association to node $j$ from node $i$ at time $t$, then for each learning trial $w_{ij}(t+1)=w_{ij}(t)+\Delta w_{ij}$.

\(^4\) Previous work demonstrated that the quantitative behaviour of the model was relatively insensitive to the precise values of many of the parameters [8]. Nevertheless, for the purposes of quantitative simulations, specific values were chosen in that work based on an informal exploration of the parameter space. The specific values were adopted here with the exception of the value of the habituation threshold of sensory nodes ($\theta_t$). In the previously reported work, sensory nodes were assumed to habituate to an input and decay once their activation exceeded a value of 0.80. In the current work this threshold was increased to 0.90 in order to yield effect sizes similar to that seen in the empirical work of Cook et al. [7, Experiment 2]. See Supplementary materials for details of all model parameters.

---

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning rule</th>
<th>$\lambda$</th>
<th>$\alpha$ or $\tau$</th>
<th>$C_1$ or $C_2$</th>
<th>Mean RMS fit (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hebb</td>
<td>0.0044</td>
<td>$\alpha = 2$</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quasi-Hebb</td>
<td>0.0054</td>
<td>$\alpha = 20$</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-W</td>
<td>0.0028</td>
<td>$\tau = 8$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
learning. Here, as in the human data, the compatibility effect is greater with the non-contingent training set than with either of the other training sets. Moreover, the compatibility effect is similar with contingent training and signalled training. That RT (in cycles) is generally slower than in the subject data (in milliseconds) is also not a major concern – this may be addressed by assuming that the strength of the imperative stimulus (the numerals 1 or 2) is slightly greater in this study than in the study of Catmur and Heyes [31] (an orange or purple dot), on which the earlier model (and the strength of imperative to motor associations) was based.

4. Simulation study 2

One difficulty with simulation 1 is that in finding the best fit in quantitative terms of the model to the data for each learning rule, we may have failed to note the potential for Hebbian or quasi-Hebbian learning to account, in principle, for the qualitative effects. A second difficulty is that the model with Rescorla–Wagner learning may be so powerful, and have so many free parameters, that it could in principle account for any pattern of results. If this were the case it would significantly reduce the explanatory power of the model [25]. Simulation study 2 therefore adopts a method based on parameter space partitioning [22] to explore the potential ability of each learning rule to account for the critical qualitative effects.

Parameter space partitioning aims to divide the parameter space of a computational or mathematical model into regions yielding qualitatively distinct behaviours. Each point in the parameter space is categorised according to the pattern of effects present in the model’s behaviour at that point. Within the context of the Cook et al. study, there are three effects of concern. First, the compatibility effect is significantly greater with non-contingent training than with contingent training. Second, the compatibility effect is significantly greater with non-contingent training than with signalled training. Third, the compatibility effects with contingent training and with signalled training are not significantly different. (Strictly speaking the last of these is the absence of an effect, but it would be worrying if the model were to predict such an effect without it having been found in the data from human subjects.) Any point in the model’s parameter space might yield any combination of these effects. If, across the parameter space, all combinations are possible then the model is of little explanatory value – it could account for any pattern of data. If on the other hand only the observed combination is possible then the model has strong explanatory value – any settings of its parameters would yield the observed qualitative pattern of results.

4.1. Method

For simulation study 1 it was sufficient to simulate the behaviour of a single subject at different points in the model’s parameter space. Simulation study 2 requires the simulation of a group of subjects (including between-subject differences), so that standard statistical analyses may be performed on the resulting group data in order to determine whether type of training has a statistically significant effect on the compatibility effect. To do this, the strength of the short-term associations between imperative nodes and motor response nodes was sampled from a normal distribution with mean 10 and standard deviation 1. These associations can be seen as reflecting individual subjects’ motivation or commitment to the task. Increasing the value increases the speed of response to all stimuli, while decreasing it leads to slower response times.

For each of the three learning rules, a series of simulations was conducted varying the learning rate and the weight asymptote or equivalent. To maintain tractability the relative strength of the signalled context, $C_2$, was fixed at 10.0. (Inspection of the results from simulation study 1 suggests that this does not substantially compromise model fit.) In each case, each individual simulation consisted of 12 virtual subjects (mirroring the 12 subjects per condition in the Cook et al. study), with the procedure for each virtual subject being as in simulation study 1. All other parameters beyond those being varied were fixed at the values used in simulation study 1 (with the exception of sampling the strength of imperative to motor response associations as described in the previous paragraph).

Parameter space partitioning focuses on qualitative effects. Therefore, rather than calculating quantitative compatibility effects, for each simulation we calculated whether each of the three effects of interest was statistically significant (given the relevant null hypothesis). Thus, between-subjects t-tests were performed comparing (a) the compatibility effect with contingent training versus non-contingent training, (b) signalled training versus non-contingent training, and (c) contingent training versus signalled training. Results of each t-test were scored as $+1$, $0$ or $-1$ for each simulation, depending on whether the effect was significant and positive ($p < 0.05$, one-tailed), non-significant, or significant and negative ($p < 0.05$, one-tailed), respectively. Note that for the model to replicate the qualitative pattern in the observed data it must score $-1$, $-1$ and $0$, respectively, on these three measures.
Fig. 4. Qualitative effects exhibited by the model with Hebbian (upper panel), quasi-Hebbian (middle panel), and Rescorla–Wagner (lower panel) learning at different points in the parameter space. In each case the left figure shows where the compatibility effect differs with non-contingent training versus contingent training. In the blue region, the effect is significantly smaller with non-contingent than with contingent training, while in the red region the effect is significantly greater with non-contingent than with contingent training. Recall that the latter was observed in the Cook et al. study. The central column shows the equivalent comparison for non-contingent training versus signalled training. Again, in the subject data the compatibility effect was significantly greater with non-contingent than with signalled training (corresponding again to the red region). The right column shows the comparison between signalled and contingent training. In this case no effect was found in the subject data (corresponding to the green region). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

The simulation was run for all pairs of parameter values within a two-dimensional grid with the learning rate ranging from 0.0000 to 0.0060 in steps of 0.0002 and the weight asymptote or equivalent ranging from 2 to 22 in steps of 2. Since the model's behaviour is non-deterministic (with the variable strength of associations from imperative to motor response nodes adding to the variability in response times), the whole procedure was repeated 100 times for each point in the parameter space, with the mean score for each statistical test calculated over the 100 replications. This procedure yielded a total of $31 \times 11 \times 100 = 31,400$ simulations per learning rule. As before, the Express software [26] was used to manage the exploration of the parameter space and to collate results.

4.2. Results and discussion

Results of simulation study 2 are summarised in Fig. 4. With Hebbian learning, most pairs of parameter settings result in the compatibility effect being significantly smaller with non-contingent training than with contingent training (blue region in Fig. 4, upper left plot). This is consistent with simulation study 1 but opposite to what was found by Cook et al. [7]. Only when the learning rate is very low is there no significant effect of training type (green region in Fig. 4, upper left plot), but at this low rate of learning there is minimal learning in either condition. Similar results hold for the comparison of compatibility effects with non-contingent versus signalled training (Fig. 4, upper centre plot). Hebbian learning also generally predicts that signalled training will result in a compatibility effect that is significantly smaller than that arising from contingent training (blue region in Fig. 4, upper right plot). Thus, the inability of Hebbian learning in simulation study 1 to replicate the effects in the subject data is not due to selection of sub-optimal parameter values: across the majority of the parameter space Hebbian learning predicts that non-contingent training will result in a smaller compatibility effect than signalled training, which in turn will result in a smaller compatibility effect than contingent training.

The central panel of Fig. 4 depicts the results with quasi-Hebbian learning. The addition of an anti-Hebbian term to the learning equation allows the model to account for the effect of non-contingent versus contingent training on the compatibility effect – consistent with the subject data, this version of the model predicts that the compatibility effect will be greater with non-contingent than contingent training. This is true for the vast majority of the parameter space (red region, middle left plot). However, quasi-Hebbian learning fails to account for the effect of signalled training on the compatibility effect. The learning rule predicts that non-contingent and signalled training will have similar effects (green region, middle centre plot), contrary to the subject data. Quasi-Hebbian learning also predicts that signalled training will generally result in a greater compatibility effect than contingent training (red region, middle right plot). Again this is contrary to what was found by Cook et al. [7].

Results from Rescorla–Wagner learning are shown in the lower panel. Here, a large region of parameter space yields models that
result in greater compatibility effects with non-contingent than with contingent training (red region, lower left plot). A subset of this region yields models that result in greater compatibility effects with non-contingent than with signalled training (red region, lower centre plot). An overlapping region of parameter space yields models that result in similar compatibility effects with signalled and contingent training (green region, lower right plot). The intersection of these three regions corresponds to parameter settings that yield patterns of effects that are qualitatively equivalent to those found by Cook et al. [7].

Fig. 5 summarises the overlaps between the three qualitative fits for each learning rule. Red regions correspond to parameter settings where all three effects are, qualitatively, as found in the subject data. As should be clear from the above description of results, if Hebbian or quasi-Hebbian learning is assumed, then it is not possible to select parameters where the model replicates the observed behavioural effects. This is only possible with Rescorla–Wagner learning. However, Rescorla-Wagner learning does not guarantee that the model will produce the observed behaviour: this occurs only in a crescent-shaped region of parameter space. If the target value (τ in Eq. (3c)) is relatively high, then the learning rate must be relatively low, but at low values of τ higher learning rates are required to reproduce the qualitative effects found in the human data. In the region to the top-right of this crescent, where the model fails to reproduce the qualitative pattern in the human data, it can be seen from Fig. 4 that this is because in this region of the parameter space the model predicts that the compatibility effect with signalled training should be greater than that with contingent training. We return to why this is so in Section 5.

5. General discussion

The simulation results demonstrate firstly that the sensorimotor compatibility effects such as those found by Heyes et al. [19], Cook et al. [7] and Catmur and Heyes [3] can be accounted for in terms of weighted associations between sensory and motor units. The work therefore provides additional support for the model underlying the previous simulation of Cooper et al. [8]. More critically in the context of discussions of the MNS, the simulation results demonstrate that associative learning can, and Hebbian learning cannot, account for the effects of different types of training on the automatic imitation effect as reported by Cook et al.

The simulation results generally follow the logic proposed by Cook et al. in their discussion of the putative effects of contingent, non-contingent and signalled training [7]. However, the informal verbal reasoning of Cook et al. considers only how stimulus-response associations are altered depending upon the probability of a response given that a stimulus is present, P(R|S), or that a stimulus is absent, P(R|¬S). It does not consider how trials on which an expected response is absent affect association strengths. That is, it does not consider the effect of P(¬R|S). The computational model addresses this potential gap in the reasoning. (See Supplementary materials for detailed discussion of how these events affect the associative weights under the different learning rules.)

The other notable feature of the simulation results is the tendency for the model with Rescorla–Wagner learning, high learning rate (e.g. λ = 0.005) and high target (e.g. τ = 20.0) to predict a larger residual compatibility effect in the signalled condition than in the contingent condition (cf. the red region in Fig. 4, lower right panel). If parameter space partitioning had not indicated that there are many potential outcomes of the Cook et al. experiment that Rescorla–Wagner learning could not accommodate, this feature of the simulation results might be regarded as a weakness of the Rescorla–Wagner model. However, since parameter space partitioning demonstrated that the Rescorla–Wagner model is eminently falsifiable, this feature constitutes a novel prediction – that there will be specific parameter values at which signalled training yields a larger residual compatibility effect than contingent training – to be tested in future experiments.

In conclusion, the simulation studies reported in this article show that, of the learning algorithms considered, only Rescorla–Wagner learning can account for the pattern of results found in the study of Cook et al. Therefore, not only do they provide negative evidence for the hypothesis that sensorimotor experience contributes to the development of the MNS via Hebbian (or quasi-Hebbian) learning, they also provide positive evidence for the hypothesis that sensorimotor experience contributes to the development of the MNS via associative (i.e. prediction-error) learning. They do this by showing both that Rescorla–Wagner learning can account for the data, and, using parameter space partitioning, that this result was very far from inevitable. More broadly, our findings support the associative sequence learning model (ASL), which accords a crucial, inductive role to sensorimotor experience in the development of the MNS [16,17]. Hebbian learning would require guidance, or canalisation, to yield the documented properties of the mature MNS, but associative learning is potentially sufficient to build a MNS that maps observed actions to the executed actions with which they systematically and reliably co-occur.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neulet.2012.10.002.
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